Islamic finance is one of the religion-based business as an instrument for Muslim
Introduction
Business and finance are actually parts of the people concerns in the world, urban and rural society, well-educated and non-educated community, Muslim and nonMuslim, they are all involving in the business activities, and embroiled in the finance management as the goal of all those processes. Merchants are looking for margins through their serious efforts, and labors are hunting wages from their professional woks in some certain industries, and so, the government employees are waiting for monthly salaries as have been stipulated in the decree of their promotion. It is common, since early period of the prophethood, a worker was awarded fees by his employer, a merchant took margin from all sold-out goods and commodities. Certainly, ICIFEB Prophet Muhammad has figured out the economical system by recognizing individual ownership, labor system and equitable fees, and taking fair profits from some business transactions. Prophet Muhammad has developed an economical system preceding the other systems in the world, for instance, capitalism which held up a system based upon private property, production for profit, wage labour and a market mechanism to allocate a society's productive resource. (G. R. Bassiry Islamic finance is regulating all sorts of businesses upon the basic ideas to elevate human being as the ideal community in the world, upholding business relationship upon the principle to help each other, free from harm, far from speculation, clear and transparent. Hence, the article will highlight a little bit about the principles of legitimated Islamic finance.
The Spirit of Islamic Finance
Some researchers of the Islamic economy and finance concluded that Islamic regu- working the way of capitalism by obliging individual effort to gain profits through some legal business process, but actually it is far from capitalism principle, because the spirit of Islamic finance is equity, solidarity and stability, not to take maximum profits without caring to the other partner of business for developing their enterprise. Business and gaining financial ability is one kind of worship of God through professional work. Thus, Islamic business is legal business to gain legal finance, by producing and trading legal goods, through legal ways and as an obedience to God.
Some Principles of Islamic Finance
Islamic finance isn't only pertaining the regulation how to govern finance in compliance with the Sharia law, but it is also regulating 'that Islamic finance must not be involved in any activities pertaining to unlawful goods and services. These prohibited goods and services include, among other things, non-halal foods such as pork, non-slaughtered animals or animals that were not slaughtered according to Islamic principles, intoxicating drinks, entertainment and pornography, tobacco-related products and weapons.
Non-involvement is not only limited to buying or selling but also includes all chains of production and distribution, such as the packaging, transportation, warehousing and 
Conclusion
Finally, it can be concluded that Islamic finance is one of the efforts to develop religionbased business. Islamic finance is covering acquiring wealth, developing properties and maintaining treasures. All such activities are parts of obedience to God, and are regulated by Islamic law, so, the legal indicators are using the five indicators of God's law, compulsory, forbidden, voluntary, hated and permitted. Hence, the result of finance governing will be indicated by lawful or unlawful. The regulations were revealed, merely, to protect the human basic needs to find wealth for earning their life, then developing and maintaining those wealth by investing to some kind of legalized business, while fortify all such business from fraud, deception and other uncertainties.
Related to such spirit of Islamic finance, the Islamic scholars have developed three principles in Islamic finance that have to be regarded in developing business, equity, participation and ownership. Equity is a principle of business that every parties in business should develop togetherness, help each other in goodness, avoid usury, fraud and uncertainty contract. Based on this principle, Islamic law forbids riba, whether riba fadhal (usury of price surplus above market norm) or riba nasiah (arise in loan transaction). Then, Islamic finance is also developing the principle of participation meaning that each party in business should maintain partnership by developing contract to stickle toward the law of Profit and Loss Sharing (PLS). And the last one is ownership, meaning that business transaction based on the principle asset-based transaction. The sellers are owning the object of the contract to be transferred for buyer, and the buyer is transferring the price. It is unlawful business of unavailable goods, and even developing contract agreement for unavailable objects.
